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The Elegance 76
This classic Elegance 76’ is not what she seems! The 1998 build underwent 

a FULL and EXTENSIVE refit in 2021/22 and although she still boasts all 

the excellent design features, she has been brought up to the new modern 

standards with style comfort and technology.

During the refit the crane was removed from the flybridge in favour of a 

hydraulic tender lift situated on the bathing platform. This reconfiguration led 

to the opening of previous dead-space and now boasts a huge day bed. 

The flybridge also boasts a fixed table and seating area which happens to be 

right next to the BBQ and drinks fridge allowing for incredible lunches, at the 

back of the boat there is a great 10-seater outdoor eating area perfect for 

those evening meals at sea.

There is also a sun-bed on the bow which can be a great place to read a book 

or simply enjoy the sea whizzing past or dolphin spotting.

Sea Dragon is a modernized stately yacht boasting high ceilings and light 

oak panelled walls, she has huge saloon great for getting out of the sun or 

watching a movie at night or dare we say it a place to relax and entertain 

if the weather turns, she has 4 spacious bedrooms Master, VIP, Double 

and a twin which are all en-suite, there is plenty of space and enough 

configurations to fit the whole family or friends.

Sea Dragon’s home berth is situated in the heart of Palma with a mesmerising 

cathedral view from her berth.

 

With 2 powerful 1350 horsepower Caterpillar engines and a top speed of 

25 knots, Sea Dragon is the perfect blend of luxury and performance. The 

inclusion of great water toys such as Jet Rib, Sea Bob, Water Skis, Snorkel 

Equipment, Donut, and Paddle Boards makes this Yacht a fun hub during 

your charter.
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